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Executive Summary 

Task 5.3 provides tool support to the methodological framework designed in T5.2. The aim of 

the tool support is to integrate tools developed within this project as well as (graphical) editors 

and knowledge transformation tools required in the development process according to the 

proposed methodology. The supporting tool will integrate the set of tools proposed in WP1 and 

WP2 as well as the artefacts consumed and produced by these tools along the life cycle. 

 

Contributing tasks of this WP T5.3 

Related deliverables of this WP D5.2 

Input from other WP(s) WP1, WP2, WP3, WP4 

Output to other WP(s) WP1, WP2, WP3, WP4, WP6 

 

Keywords 

Use Case, DECODER, assessment, requirements, scenario definition, demonstration, 

Open source adoption. 

Acronyms and Abbreviations  
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AMT Artefact Management Tools 

APT Artefact Processing Tools 

PU PKM Utilities 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

SUT System Under Test 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this deliverable is to present a tool integration plan to support the methodology 

previously proposed in D5.2. The design of this plan has been performed taking into account 

the different nature of the set of tools involved in DECODER. These differences are found at 

the technological level (tools developed in different programming languages (e.g., Java, C++, 

OCAML) and for different platforms (e.g., Windows, Linux)), but also at the intentional level 

(tools developed for different purposes e.g., tools used for the creation of a specific artefact 

such as a source code file, or for the validation of a given chunk of source code). In addition, 

we also took into account the fact that new tools could be included within the DECODER tool 

set in the future to improve or automate some tasks of the proposed development process. 

For such reason, the proposed plan tries to set a standardized and easy way to achieve the 

integration between all these tools. 

All these tools have been categorized within the three different following groups: 

 Artefact Management Tools (AMT), which relate to those tools targeted to create, 

modify or visualize different types of artefacts (e.g., textual and graphical editors, IDEs, 

simulation tools) and assist stakeholders in their respective tasks within the process 

lifecycle. 

 Artefact Processing Tools (APT), which relate to those tools whose main goal is to 

process the content of a given artefact in order to extract knowledge in a structured 

way and produce possibly some artefacts. This knowledge will be stored in the 

Persistent Knowledge Monitor (PKM), a central repository designed in DECODER to 

maintain all data and knowledge related to a specific software project. 

 PKM Utilities (PU), which relate to those tools targeted to extract or populate the PKM 

with the knowledge produced by AMT and APT tools during the lifecycle of a software 

development project. 

Figure 1 shows an example of the interaction between the knowledge base (PKM) and different 

tools. The PKM is a key element that will be used along the whole software lifecycle. This living 

repository will be queried and enriched by the actors involved in all the phases of the 

methodology in order to maintain consistency and keep the most updated and precise 

information about the project. In the figure, the PU are represented by means of plugs that 

connect AMTs and APTs tools with the PKM.  
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Figure 1: Interaction between the PKM and the different tools 

The DECODER toolset will be used throughout the methodology proposed in D5.2 (see Figure 

3) which combines agile practices with the V-Model approach. In particular, the methodology 

proposes several iterations over the V-Model that are performed to address the requirements 

gathered in an early stage.  Figure 3 depicts the stages in which the proposed methodology is 

organized.  

 Stage 0 – Project overview: At this early stage we propose to acquire an initial set of 

flexible requirements that will serve as basis for the next stage, i.e., stage 1. This initial 

set of requirements does not need to be elaborated in detail. Instead, an agile 

description over them it is enough. This set of identified requirements will serve as the 

starting point for the next stage but does not necessarily have to be provided in detail. 

 

 Stage 1 – Project development: This stage refers to an iterative phase where the 

requirements identified previously in stage 0 are addressed according to the different 

stages of the V-Model. At this stage, and for each requirement or group of requirements 

identified, several iterations are performed following the four major stages defined by 

the V-Model, i.e., High-level design, Low-level design, Low-level verification, and High-

level verification (see Figure 2).   

 

 Stage 2 – Project review: At this late stage the overall project is evaluated regarding 

the completeness over the initial requirements.  
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Figure 2: V-Model stages 

 

 

Figure 3: Methodology proposal 

In this document, we propose a tool integration plan where we describe how the DECODER 

toolset are integrated with the proposed methodology. It is worth noticing that all the tools 

introduced in this document are not yet implemented at the moment of preparing the 

deliverable but are planned to be developed during the DECODER project.  

1.2 Overall organization of the document 

Section 2 presents in more detail the three groups of tools that have been considered in this 

integration plan (these tools are described in terms of their input, output and execution 

mechanisms in Annexes A-K). Once it is clear what are the different natures of the tools 

considered in DECODER, Section 3 presents the integration plan designed for all of them. 

Section 4 illustrates the integration plan through on of the case studies considered in 

DECODER, specifically the one provided by Capgemini. Finally, Section 5 presents some 

conclusions about the presented integration plan. 
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2 Tools Categories 

In this section we explain in detail the different types of tools identified in DECODER and that 

need to be integrated to be used smoothly within the proposed methodology. 

2.1 Artefact Management Tools (AMT) 

These tools are targeted to create, modify or visualize different types of artefacts (e.g., textual 

and graphical editors, IDEs, simulation tools). They are not specific to DECODER and it is 

expected that DECODER users make use of them as part of their own development process. 

The support provided by the methodology to these tools should be just to act as intermediary 

between the AMT and the PKM by 1) guiding stakeholders throughout the different stages of 

the process, and 2) interacting with the PKM to upload, download, and query artefacts. Table 

1 lists the set of tools within this category and the methodology phase where the tool can be 

used.  

Table 1: List of Tools within the AMT Category 

Tool Name Platform Main Purpose Methodology phase(s) 

Eclipse Multiplatform Source Code development All 

UML Designer Windows x32, Windows 
x64, Linux x32, Linux 
x64, MacOs x64 

UML Diagram editor Requirements, System 
design, architecture 
design, module design 

Trello Multiplatform (web, iOS, 
Android) 

Project management Requirements, system 
design, architecture 
design, module design 

Draw.io Multiplatform  Diagram editor Requirements, system 
design, architecture 
design, module design 

Wiki Multiplatform Collaboration tool All 

Powerpoint Windows Slideshow presentation 
editor 

Requirements, system 
design, architecture 
design, module design 

AsciiDoc Linux  
* There exist AsciiDoc format 

editors for Windows 

Text editor Requirements, System 
design, architecture 
design, module design 

Visual Studio Code MacOs, Windows x64, 
Linux x64 

Code editor System implementation, 
testing phases 

SonarQube Multiplatform Analysis of code Testing phases 

Karma Linux, MacOs, Windows Test runner for JavaScript Testing phases 

Jasmine Multiplatform Testing JavaScript code Testing phases 

Chrome/Firefox Multiplatform Internet browser Testing phases 

IBM Rational 
DOORS 

Linux, Solaris and 
Windows 

Requirement management Requirement 

Jupyter Windows, Linux and 
MacOs 

Source Code development All 
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2.2 Artefact Processing Tools (APT) 

These tools relate to those tools whose main goal is to process the content of a given artefact 

in order extract knowledge in a structured way. The main objective of this group is to read and 

feed the PKM with data and knowledge from the artefacts being processed. Table 2 lists these 

tools and the methodology phases where they are used. 

Table 2: List of Tools within the APT Category 

2.2.1 Frama-C 

Frama-C (Framework for Modular Analysis of C programs) is a set of interoperable program 

analyzers for C programs [[1], [2]]. Frama-C, as a static analyzer, inspects programs without 

executing them. Frama-C can be used for the following purposes: 

 To understand C code which you have not written. In particular, Frama-C enables one 

to observe a set of values, slice the program into shorter programs, and navigate in the 

program. 

 To prove formal properties on the code. Using specifications written in ANSI/ISO C 

Specification Language enables it to ensure properties of the code for any possible 

behavior. Frama-C handles floating point numbers. 

 To enforce coding standards or code conventions on C source code, by means of 

custom plugin(s). 
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Frama-C    + + +   + 

Testar        +  

Variable misuse     +     

Code summarization    + +     

JavaParser     +     

OpenJML      +   + 

SRL + + + + + +  + + 

Semantic Parsing + + + + + +  + + 

Information Extraction + + + + + +  + + 

Traceability Links + + + + + +  + + 

AbsInt Astree      + + +  

AbsInt RuleChecker     +     

SYSGO Internal developed test 
framework 

     + + + + 
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 To instrument C code against some security flaws 

The functionality offered by Frama-C can be used along different phases of the development 

process which include the following: 

 Module design: by writing the specifications of the elementary components designed 

 System implementation: by refining the specifications of the components 

 Unit testing: by performing formal analyses to replace unitary testing 

 Acceptance testing: by replaying formal analyses or providing the evidence obtained 

during previous phases, to assess the compliance of the code to its requirements. 

2.2.2 JavaParser 

JavaParser is a command line tool written in Java dedicated to inspecting and analyze Java 

Raw code without executing them. 

JavaParser execution provides 3 different results: 

 Abstract Syntax Tree of the parsed artifact (in JSON format) 

 List of text comments from the code (in JSON format) 

 List of JML annotations (post-processed to obtain a JSON representation) 

All those files are feasible to be uploaded to the PKM. 

The functionality offered by the JavaParser tool can be used during the system implementation 

phase of a project to refine and improve the design and implementation of software 

components. 

2.2.3 OpenJML 

OpenJML [[7]] is a suite of tools for editing, parsing, type-checking, verifying (static checking), 

and run-time checking Java programs that are annotated with JML statements (preconditions, 

postconditions, invariants and the like about a method or class [[3]]) stating what the program's 

methods are supposed to do and the invariants the data structures should obey. OpenJML's 

tools will then check that the implementation and the specifications are consistent. 

Not all the envisioned tools are already implemented. However, the ones that are already 

available include: 

 parsing and type-checking of Java+JML programs 

 static checking of JML annotations using backend SMT solvers 

 runtime-assertion checking, using an extension of the OpenJDK Java compiler 

2.2.4 TESTAR 

TESTAR is a tool to test a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that interacts with the System Under 

Test (SUT) through the GUI, and the Document Object Model (DOM) in the case of web 

applications, in order to test it [[4]]. TESTAR does not need access to the source code to do 

that. Since TESTAR interacts only through a GUI, it does not know how changes in the source 

code immediately affect its results. In the case where someone wants to review the results 

of changes in source code on the TESTAR artefacts, this means that TESTAR must be used 

to generate completely new artefacts and compare them with the previous ones. 
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The functionality offered by TESTAR can be used during the system testing phase in order to 

automatically explore the SUT applying Oracles at the GUI and DOM level to detect errors, 

and to create a State Model that can be used to compare different versions of the same 

application to detect how the SUT evolves and which GUI or DOM elements are different. 

Additionally, this State Model can be used to optimize the exploration strategies or 

automatically measure the GUI coverage. 

The artefacts created by TESTAR are files with different formats and sizes that cannot be 

easily transformed into a valid JSON format that does not exceed the 16MB limit size. That is 

why it has been decided to create the JSONs that we introduce in the PKM with summary 

information and external references to all the files. For example, referencing a directory in the 

TESTAR tool environment or an external database that stores the entire State Model and all 

the results of testing a given version of an application. 

2.2.5 Variable Misuse and Code Summarization Tools 

These tools allow the transformation of informal code related data into formal documentation 

and also summarize source code. Informal data, in the context of this project, is referred to text 

that captures requirements, informal specifications, internal documentation or even comments 

in the source code. The generation of formal documentation provides useful information for 

users who have created that piece of code and have to return to it at some point as well as 

future maintainers. The objective of these tools is to extract structured information from text, in 

order to transform informal knowledge into more formal knowledge. 

These tools will be used in the system implementation phase. 

2.2.6 SRL 

The main goal of this tool is to find occurrences of semantic predicates and roles in the given 

text. 

This tool can be used along all development phases where natural language text is present 

and whose analysis is required. 

2.2.7 Semantic Parsing 

The main goal of this tool is to convert natural language input utterances into the target logical 
representation. 

This tool can be used along all development phases where natural language text is present 

and whose analysis is required. 

2.2.8 Information Extraction 

The main goal of this tool is to find occurrences of general and code-related specific entities in 

the given text.  

This tool can be used along all development phases where natural language text is present 

and whose analysis is required. 

2.2.9 Traceability Links 

The main goal of this tool is to computes the similarity between the two given artefacts. 
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This tool can be used along all development phases where natural language text is present 

and whose analysis is required. 

2.2.10 AbsInt Astree 

Astrée is a static code analyzer that proves the absence of runtime errors and invalid con-

current behavior in safety-critical software written or generated in C [[5]]. 

Astrée primarily targets embedded applications as found in aeronautics, earth transportation, 

medical instrumentation, nuclear energy, and space flight. Nevertheless, it can just as well be 

used to analyze any structured C programs, handwritten or generated, with complex memory 

usages, dynamic memory allocation, and recursion. 

Astrée analyzes whether the C programming language is used correctly and whether there 

can be any runtime errors during any execution in any environment. This covers any use of C 

that, according to the C99 standard, has undefined behavior or violates hardware-specific 

aspects. 

This tool can be used along the testing phases, especially in the unit testing, integration testing, 

and system testing. 

2.2.11 AbsInt RuleChecker 

AbsInt RuleChecker is a fast and easy-to-use static analyzer for checking coding guidelines 

and computing code metrics for C programs [[6]]. 

Supported standards include MISRA C:2004, MISRA C:2012, MISRA C:2012 Amendment 1, 

ISO/IEC TS 17961:2013, SEI CERT Secure C, and MITRE Common Weakness Enumeration 

(CWE). Customer-specific rule sets can be added on request. Additionally, RuleChecker can 

check for various code metrics such as comment density, cyclomatic complexity, or number 

of instructions per function. 

Interactive graphs, charts, and tables enable efficient exploration of the analysis results. 

RuleChecker also offers a batch mode for use in continuous integration frameworks. The 

analysis results are accessible in open formats and can be automatically processed. A flexible 

client/server architecture supports a wide range of rollout scenarios. Seamless integration with 

TargetLink, Jenkins, and Eclipse is actively supported. 

This tool can be used in the system implementation phase.  

2.3 PKM API Utilities (PU)  

This tool is used to extract or populate the PKM with the knowledge produced by AMT during 

the lifecycle of a software development project. In the following sections we describe the set 

of PKM API utilities.  

2.3.1 Tools to feed the PKM 

Table 3 lists the functionalities to insert documents into the PKM. For more information about 

these tools see D1.3.  
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Table 3: List of Tools to feed the PKM in the APT Category 

Tool Name Type Utility execution Main Purpose Methodology 
phase(s) 

Insert one 
document 

JS db.collection.insertOne 
(document) 

It inserts a document into collection 
‘collection’ of the database ‘db’. 

All 

Insert many 
documents 

JS db.collection.insertMany 
(documents_list) 

It inserts documents into the 
collection ‘collection’ from the 
database ‘db’. 

All 

Insert 
source 
code files 

BASH $insert_source_files DB_name 
filenames 

This parses the source code of the 
files and inserts into the indicated 
DB: 1) the raw source files, 2) the 
AST, 3) the comments, and 4) the 
annotations 

System 
implementation 

Insert 
model files 

BASH $insert_model_files DB_name 
filenames 

This inserts a model into the 
UMLClasses collection by translating 
it into JSON 

Requirements, 
system design, 
architecture 
design, module 
design 

Insert 
document 
files 

BASH $insert_doc_files DB_name 
filenames 

This inserts a document into the 
Documentation collection by 
translating it into JSON 

All 

Validate 
and insert 
TESTAR 
model files 

BASH $validate_and_insert_testar_ 
state_model DB_name 
schema_to_validate 
document_to_insert 

This inserts the model into the 
TESTARStateModels collection after 
validating it against the schema. 

System Testing 

Validate 
and insert 
TESTAR 
test results 

BASH $validate_and_insert_testar_ 
test_results DB_name schema 
document 

This inserts the test result into the 
TESTARTestResults collection after 
validating it against the schema. 

System Testing 

2.3.2 Tools to update the PKM 

Table 4 lists the functionalities to update documents into the PKM. For more information about 

these tools see D1.3. 

Table 4: List of Tools to update the PKM in the APT Category 

Tool Name Type Call Main Purpose Methodology phase(s) 

Updating 
one 
document 
within a 
collection 
using a 
filter 

JS db.collection.update( 
   <filter>, 
   <update>, 
{ 
     upsert : <boolean>, 
     writeConcern : <document>, 
     collation : <document>, 
     arrayFilters : 
[ <filterdocument1>, ... ] 
   }) 

This function modifies an 
existing document or 
collection of documents 
in a collection. Some 
specific fields or entire 
documents can be 
replaced. 

All 

Update 
source 
code files 

BASH $update_source_files DB_name 
filenames 

This parses the source 
code of the files and 
updates: 1) The raw 

System implementation, 
testing phases 
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Tool Name Type Call Main Purpose Methodology phase(s) 

source files, 2) the AST, 
3) the comments. 

Update 
document 
files 

BASH $update_doc DB_name 
filename 

This updates a document 
into the Documentation 
collection by translating it 
into JSON 

Requirements, System 
design, architecture 
design, module design, 
testing phases 

Update 
models 

BASH $update_model_files DB_name 
filenames 

This updates a document 
with models in the 
UMLClasses collection 

Requirements, system 
design, architecture 
design, module design, 
System implementation, 
testing phases 

2.3.3 Tools to delete documents of the PKM 

Table 5 lists the functionalities to delete documents into the PKM. For more information about 

these tools see D1.3. 

Table 5: List of Tools to delete the PKM in the APT Category 

Tool Name Type Call Main Purpose Methodology 
phase(s) 

Delete all 
documents 
from a 
collection 

JS Db.collection.deleteMany({}) It removes all documents 
using the empty filter. 

All 

Delete source 
code files 

BASH $delete_source_files DB_name 
filenames 

This deletes the source 
code from the collections 
Rawsourcecode and 
Sourcecode 

System 
implementation, 
Testing phases 

Delete model 
files 

BASH $delete_models DB_name 
modelnames 

This deletes the models 
from the collections 
UMLClasses 

All 

Delete 
documentation 
files 

BASH $delete_doc_files DB_name 
filenames 

This deletes the 
documents from the 
collections Documentation 

All 

Delete 
comments 
files 

BASH $delete_comments_from_files 
DB_name filenames 

This deletes from the 
Comments collection all 
comments coming from a 
given list of files. 

All 

2.3.4 Tools to translate documents into JSON and manage reports and the traceability 

matrix 

These functionalities serve for translating a document into JSON, so they can be inserted into 

the documentation collection, to generate reports from an existing DB and manage the 

traceability matrix between all components. Table 6 lists shows the tools to translate 

documents into JSON.  

We consider the following standard formats for documents: Markdown, MS Word and Jupyter. 

For more information about these tools see D1.3. 
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Table 6: List of Tools to translate documents into JSON 

Tool Name Type Call Main Purpose Methodology 
phase(s) 

Translate MD 
documents 

BASH $md_to_JSON input_file 
output_file 

Translates a Markdown 
document into JSON whilst 
keeping the headers structure 

Requirements, 
System 
design, 
architecture 
design, 
module design 

Translate MS 
word 
documents 

BASH $doc_to_json input_file 
output_file 

Translates a Microsoft .docx 
document into JSON 

Requirements, 
System 
design, 
architecture 
design, 
module design 

Generate error 
report 

BASH $gen_analysis_report flag Generates a report in JSON or 
Markdown formatted report, 
according to the value of the flag 
(true -> JSON, false -> 
Markdown). 

Testing 
phases 

Create link BASH $ create_link document1 
document2 properties 

Create a link between 
document1 and document2 

Testing 
phases 

Update link BASH $ update_link document1 
document2 properties 

Update a link between 
document1 and document2 

Testing 
phases 

Delete link BASH $ delete_link document1 
document2 

delete a link between document1 
and document2 

Testing 
phases 

Check 
consistency 

BASH $ check_traceability_matrix flag Check the content of all the links 
present in the corresponding 
collection and providing a report 
on inconsistencies.  

Testing 
phases 

2.3.5 Tools to search documents of the PKM 

Table 7 lists the functionalities to search documents in the DB. For more information about 

these tools see D1.3. 

Table 7: List of Tools to search documents of the PKM in the APT Category 

Tool Name Type Call Main Purpose Methodology 
phase(s) 

Finding 
documents 

JS db.collection.find 
(query) 

It queries the collection ‘collection’ from 
the DB ‘db’ 

All 

Find in source BASH $find_in_source 
 

This function examines the Sourcecode 
and Rawsourcecode collections and 
returns a list of documents that match the 
query 

All 

Find in model BASH $find_in_model 
 

This function examines the UMLClasses 
collection and returns list of documents, 
where each document matches the query 

All 

Find in doc BASH $find_in_doc 
 

This function examines the 
Documentation collection and returns a 

All 
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Tool Name Type Call Main Purpose Methodology 
phase(s) 

documents list, where each document 
matches the query 

Find in 
comments 

BASH $find_in_comments 
 

This function examines the Comments 
collection and returns a documents list, 
where each document matches the query 

All 

Find in 
annotations 

BASH $find_in_annotations 
 

This function examines the Annotations 
collection and returns a documents list, 
where each document matches the query 

All 
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3 Tools integration proposal 

This section presents the integration plan designed for all of the tools introduced in Section 2.  

3.1 Integration for AMT 

Due to the different nature of the AMT tools envisioned in DECODER, we propose to achieve 

the integration between these tools and the PKM at the artefact level, i.e., by storing the 

artefacts produced by these tools in the PKM. However, in the majority of cases1, these 

artefacts will not be stored in their original format (e.g., docx, html, uml) but as JSON 

documents structured according to the schema specified at the PKM for such type of artefact 

or collection (e.g., documentation, UML models, comments, annotations, etc.). 

In this case, the methodology will participate as intermediary between the AMT and the PKM 

by 1) guiding stakeholders throughout the different stages of the process, and 2) interacting 

with the PKM to upload, download, and query artefacts. This is illustrated in Figure 4 where 

the developer, during the system implementation phase, creates Java files to implement some 

system requirements using Eclipse IDE (arrow labeled with 1) and uploads them to the PKM 

through the user interface (arrow labeled with 2).  

 

Figure 4: Integration for AMT 

3.2 Integration for APT and PU 

Executing APT and PU tools is usually straight forward, e.g., running a script from the 

command line (cf. sections 2.2 and 2.3). However, the installation of such tools (especially 

APT tools) is a complex task that usually requires a very specific environment to be properly 

executed (e.g. specific operating system, java version, etc.). Therefore, to facilitate the 

interaction between tools in DECODER we propose to use the same solution for both types of 

tools. 

 

                                                

1 Source code files will be also stored at the PKM as raw files. 
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Specifically, the proposed solution is based on the use of remote APIs (e.g., REST services) 

to make these tools available in the cloud. The use of these APIs will provide the following 

benefits: 

 Interaction with different tools with a minimal amount of logic implementation. 

 Access to the last version of APT/PU tools without the necessity of any installation or 

update. 

Therefore, any APT/PU tool willing to take part in DECODER should: 

 Implement a remote API to publish the tool functionality 

 Document the implemented API using the OpenAPI Specification 

3.2.1 Implementation of the remote API 

Figure 5 illustrates the integration solution proposed in DECODER for such tools. As this figure 

shows, each APT tool (e.g., frama-C, javaParser, openJML) should be interfaced with a remote 

API in charge of transforming the format of artefacts used by these tools to the corresponding 

format defined in the PKM. Although in DECODER we promote to implement such remote API 

as REST services, it is open to tool providers to carry out this implementation in their preferred 

way (e.g., as MQTT Queues, Servlets, web services).  

 

https://swagger.io/specification/
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Figure 5: Overview of the tool integration 

3.2.2 Documentation of the remote API 

Remote APIs should be properly documented to avoid errors in their invocations. For this 

purpose, in DECODER we propose to document them following the OpenAPI specification.  

The documentation should include at least the following information: 

 Meta information which provides descriptive information about the API being 

documented (e.g. version, title, description). 

 Path items which define the resources exposed by the API and also the operations to 

manipulate those resources, i.e., HTTP methods such as GET, POST or DELETE (e.g., 

/javaParser). 

 Parameters which allow defining specific values to be passed when invoking a 

specific operation (e.g., /javaParser/{artefactId}or 

/javaParser?artefactId=00178). 

 Responses which specify all the possible responses for each operation. It should be 

defined at least one response describing a successful response. However, it is 

recommended to include also one for a failure response (i.e: the error message). In 

any case those responses should be defined by an HTTP status code and also the type 

of data returned as response. 
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For illustration purposes we show below the OpenAPI specification defined for the javaParser 

tool being developed by UPV. 

openapi: 3.0.0 

info: 

  version: 1.0.0 

  title: javaParser API 

  description: javaParser API description 

 

servers: 

  - url: https://[URL_TO_SERVER]/apt/ 

 

components: 

  securitySchemes: 

    BasicAuth: 

      type: http 

      scheme: basic 

 

paths: 

  /javaParser/{artefactID}: 

    get: 

      description: Returns one or several JSON file(s) from the artefactID 

according to the generate parameter    

      parameters: 

        - name: artefactID 

          in: path 

          required: true 

          schema: 

            type: string       

        - name: generate 

          in: query 

          description: Generate the queried JSON file (AST, comments, or 

annotations). If omitted, the all three JSON files will be generated 

          required: false 

          schema: 

            type: string  
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            enum: [ast, comments, annotations, all] 

            example: pre            

      responses: 

        '200': 

          description: Successfully returned one or several artefact ids 

          content: 

            application/json: 

              schema: 

                  - $ref: '#/components/schemas/javaParser-response'        # 

update with url for ast-java schema at OW2 nextCloud 

        '400': 

          description: Invalid request 

          content: 

            application/json: 

              schema: 

                type: object 

                properties:    

                  message: 

                    type: string 

        '404': 

          description: Artefact Not Found 

          content: 

            application/json: 

              schema: 

                type: object 

                properties:    

                  message: 

                    type: string 

In this case the role played by the methodology is to invoke, at each stage of the process, the 

required APT and PU tools through their remote API. By invoking them the methodology can 

assist the stakeholder in the task being performed at each stage of the process.  

Following with the example used for AMT tools, these are the steps that are executed once 

the user finalizes the implementation phase (see Figure 6). Take into account that prior to 

inserting any artefact into the PKM, a validation against its schema will be performed. Only if 

this validation is successful, the artefact will be inserted into the PKM: 

1. The user uploads through the GUI the Java source files created using her/his local IDE. 
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2. The GUI invokes the remote API of the PU (specifically insertSourceCode functionality) 

to insert the Java raw file into the PKM.  

3. The invoked PU utility returns the artefact ID in case of success or an error code in 

case of failure. 

4. If insertion was executed successfully, the GUI invokes the remote API of the 

javaParser APT tool passing the parameters required for its execution (in this case the 

artefact id corresponding to the java file to be processed). 

5. The javaParser APT tool invokes the remote API of the PU (specifically 

downloadArtifact functionality) to retrieve from the PKM the actual Java file to process. 

6. The PKM returns the Java file asked by the javaParser tool. 

7. After processing the retrieved java file, the javaParser tool invokes the remote API of 

the PU (specifically insertAST, insertComment, and insertAnnotation functionality) to 

insert the generated json files into the PKM. Prior to insertion, the verifySchema utility 

is executed to ensure that json files are compliant with the schema defined at the PKM. 

8. The remote API of the PU returns the ID of the inserted artefact (json file) in the PKM 

in case of success or an error code in case of failure. 

9. The remote API of the javaParser APT tool returns the IDs of the generated json files 

corresponding to the AST, comments, and annotations or an error code in case of 

failure.  

 

Figure 6: Integration for APT 

Following this approach of remote APIs, stakeholders and third-party applications can interact 

both with the PKM and with the APT tools in a homogeneous way.  
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4 Tool integration example for My-Thai-Star 

This example is based on the use case C of DECODER: Extraction and verification of (Industry 

Standard) Application Design Documentation (ASD).  

This case study plans to demonstrate that the tools and methods developed in the different 

work packages result in a usable documentation. To do that we will use the My-Thai-Star 

reference and showcase application within the devonfw Platform. It is an application developed 

for a supposed restaurant that wants to improve its presence online by providing not only the 

menu but offering the customers a full interactive experience with the application. By using this 

application, the guest users can reserve a table, order dishes, invite friends or rate dishes, etc. 

This application was designed and developed as a real, functional application with a full design 

and documentation. It comes with different possible client and server implementations. It 

serves as an example for the developers and demonstrates recommended Architecture 

practices. This will provide the basis for generating a new documentation set and verification 

of an existing one (see Figure 7). The input for this use case will be: (1) the design documents, 

(2) the documentation for My-Thai-Star, and (3) the fully documented source code of My-Thai-

Star and relevant parts (libraries) from the underlying devonfw platform, both client (Angular 

5.1, using TypeScript) and server (Spring Boot 1.x using Java 8). This source code will be 

specified by adding JML annotations to specify pre-conditions, post-conditions or invariants, 

etc. 

 

Figure 7: Approach of the CAPGEMINI use-case 

The idea is to use DECODER to generate the set of documents known as ASD format, from 

the existing code base and documentation of a legacy project. Reversely, DECODER will also 

guide and update the standard including new sections of modifying existing ones, depending 

on the results of this tool. Tools used will be the NLP, Documentation Generator (e.g. 

Doxygen), UML Designer, Testar, the jmlc analysis tool, and the PKM Utilities. The objective 

is the verification of existing high-level functional design and a more rigorous system 

documentation, matching existing source code. Establish a working model whereby authors 
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can iteratively generate and verify documentation, thereby highly facilitating agile development 

processes where design and documentation do not have to be complete before starting 

development and can be refined during the development process. 

4.1 Scenario 1: Inserting artefacts into the PKM 

Capgemini follows a practical documentation process within the context of (but not dependent 

on) Capgemini ś standard development platform, devonfw. This process is called informally 

“Application Specification and Design” (ASD). This encompasses a series of documentation 

and design artifacts (User Stories, Data Models, UML Sequence diagram, UI mockups, etc.) 

which combined form the total set of data needed to define and document the system (see 

Figure 8).  

 

Figure 8: Main documents of the ASD 

This documentation is created in the high-level design phase of the methodology and it is 

inserted in the PKM by means of the PKM utilities for inserting models and documentation (see 

Figure 9).  

 

Figure 9: Inserting artefacts in the high-level design phase 

Then, in the low-level design phase, the source code of My-Thai-Star is implemented in the 

system implementation step, both the client (using TypeScript) and the server (using Java 8). 

This source code is specified by adding JML annotations to define pre-conditions, post-
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conditions and invariants. This annotated source code is inserted in the PKM by means of the 

PKM utilities for inserting source code (see Figure 10).  

 

 

Figure 10: Feeding the PKM with source code  

Figure 11 shows the DECODER GUI to support the methodology process. The project process 

is shown in a panel that will guide stakeholders through the different stages of the software 

development process and also will invoke the PKM utilities to upload, download, query, and 

transform artefacts. In the view of the process, all the phases and steps are shown as well as 

the current status of each step. For example, in Figure 11, the HLD phase is completed (it 

would appear in green color) and the LLD phase is being completed (it would appear in 

orange). This view can be filtered by role and only show the steps assigned to the specific role. 

By clicking on a step (for example System implementation step) the view to perform that step 

is opened, and the stakeholder can upload, download, or update any artefact of that step (see 
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panel of the system implementation phase on the figure). When a step is completed, the 

stakeholder can indicate it by means of pressing the button.  

 

Figure 11: DECODER GUI to support the methodology 

4.2 Scenario 2: Generating a verification report 

In the system testing step of the high-level verification phase, the TESTAR tool can use the 

artefacts of the system implementation step to generate different test results (see Figure 12): 

- Screenshots (.png) 

- Logs (.log) 

- HTML (.html) 

- Java binary files (.testar) 

- JSON (.json) 

TESTAR also generates a TESTAR State Model. This model relates the different states of 

SUT with the possible actions that users are going to perform. This model is in OrientDB. 
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Figure 12: Generating a verification report using TESTAR 

Figure 13 shows the DECODER GUI to run the APT tools of a given step. When a step is 

selected and the view of the step is opened (see the right hand of the GUI), besides to add or 

remove artefacts of that step, the stakeholder can execute the APT tools available in the step. 

For example, in the case of the TESTAR tool, this tool is available in the system testing step. 

The stakeholder can select the tool and run it by means of a button. Then, the tool results (e.g., 

the different artefacts generated by the tool) are shown to the stakeholder. By clicking on a 

specific artefact result, the artefact view is opened. Also, the artefact can be downloaded or 

uploaded to the PKM. 

 

Figure 13: DECODER GUI to run APT tools 
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A Test Results JSON artefact contains summary information about the verdict of each of the 

sequences, the version of TESTAR tool and the SUT, the settings of that execution, the local 

directory that contains the original files and, in the future, a web address to remotely visualize 

the contents of the TESTAR HTML report. In the following URL, an example of the JSON Test 

Result artefact can be shown: 

https://testar.org/images/models/MyThaiStar/ArtefactTestResults_MyThaiStar_2.0.0_2020-0 
2-20_13h34m45s.json  

Ideally the Reviewer will retrieve and check the summary information of the JSON artefact that 

exists inside the PKM and, in the case of having to review a suspicious sequence, he will be 

able to visualize remotely the HTML report of that sequence, or access to the location of the 

original resources to review all original files (The next link contains an example of TESTAR 

Test Results, "2020-02-20_13h34m45s_MyThaiStar_2.0.0.rar"). 

https://testar.org/images/models/MyThaiStar/  

State Model JSON artefact contains summary information about the GUI coverage, actions 

executed, actions not executed, widgets found, if the model is deterministic, model identifier 

and the location of the original TESTAR State Model. 

The State Model identifier is generated with these three parameters: Application Name + 

Application Version + Abstraction properties (Ex: MyThaiStar + 2.0.0 + Path to the widget) 

https://testar.org/images/models/MyThaiStar/ArtefactStateModel_MyThaiStar_2.0.0_xggue7 

211525611758_2020-02-20_13h34m45s.json  

Ideally, the Reviewer will retrieve the summary information of the JSON artefact to check if the 

State Model coverage testing is complete (UnvisitedActions == 0), if the model is deterministic 

(true, false), if the selected abstraction is appropriate, etc. That is, if the State Model reflects 

an adequate representation of the SUT. 

Since Orient DB is running as a remote server, on which the State Model was created by 

TESTAR, the Reviewer will be able to connect remotely with a TESTAR instance to analyze 

the State Model or using the web interface Orient DB Studio. Also, it is possible to use TESTAR 

to export and import a desired database with a specific State Model. 

The file "TESTAR_StateModel_MyThaiStar_2.0.0.json.gz" of the following link contains an 

exported TESTAR State Model that can be imported into Orient DB, since TESTAR uses Orient 

DB to generate, store and interact with the State Model graph. 

https://testar.org/images/models/MyThaiStar/  

4.3 Scenario 3: Extracting and Validating documentation 

In this scenario, a more rigorous system documentation can be generated from existing 

documentation and the source code. Stakeholders can iteratively generate and verify 
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documentation throughout the development process where design and documentation do not 

have to be complete before starting development and can be refined during the development 

process. This high-level documentation can be the ASD documents presented in Section 4.1 

In order to help developers in the validation of this documentation, Jupyter is used. It is a web-

based tool for creation of interactive notebooks. Jupyter will act as a framework for the ASD, 

transforming it into a live and interactive document, inside on the sections of DECODER. It will 

present the data in the desired format, acting as the “instruction manual” for developers while 

allowing modifications and updates over the predefined template. Some specific algorithms 

will be implemented there, in case direct calls to the PKM API do not provide the needed 

results. 

 

Figure 14: Example of validating the documentation 

Figure 14 illustrates an example of the validation of documentation through Jupyter. A reviewer 

can go back to the high-level analysis phase and validate/complete the documentation after a 

review session. By means of Jupyter (that will be integrated in the GUI of DECODER), queries 

to the PKM will retrieve the information needed to organize and display them in the desired 

form (see Figure 15).  
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Figure 15: Jupyter visualization 

4.4 Scenario 4: Identification of entities 

In this scenario, a specific parser has been created to identify the entities of interest inside a 

Java project, and particularly those at MyThaiStar, to produce the models needed at WP2 and 

its deliverable documents.  

 

Figure 16. Example of generating entities 

Figure 16 illustrates the generation of entities by means of the code summarization tool 

developed in WP2.  

4.5 Scenario 5: Generation and analysis of JML annotations 

In this scenario, we envision the generation of JML annotations by using the Semantic 

Parsing tool taking as input the Java source code. Then, Java code analysis is made by 

means of OpenJML (see Figure 17).  
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Figure 17: Example of generating JML annotations and analyze them 
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5 Summary and Conclusion 

In this document, we defined the tool integration plan for the methodology designed in T5.2. 

We envision a web supporting tool that will integrate the set of tools proposed in WP1, WP2, 

and WP3 as well as the artefacts consumed and produced by these tools along the life cycle.  

The proposed integration is based on remote APIs due to the high heterogeneity of the different 

tools of the DECODER tool set. These remote APIs can be implemented as RESTful services 

and should be properly documented to avoid errors in their invocations. Thus, in DECODER 

we propose to document them following the OpenAPI specification. We have exemplified the 

tool integration through the case study provided by Capgemini. From this deliverable, we plan 

to apply this tool integration to the other user cases of DECODER in order to check its 

feasibility. 
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Annex A (Frama-C) 

This annex provides a detailed description about Frama-C. Specifically it details the inputs and 

outputs required and produced respectively by the tool as well as the way to invoke it.  

Input 

The input consists of a list of source files (.c, .i. .cc, .h), a list of options and a list of plugins 

with options. There are numerous options, whose main options are: 

-help This message displays help 

-version Version number only 

-plugins List of installed plugins 

-kernel-h Additional help and options 

The kernel has more than a hundred options. The entire list of all these options can be obtained 

by running: 

$frama-c -kernel-h 

 

For plug-ins: use the following options 

-<plugin> Plug-in activation 

-<plugin>-h Additional help and options 

 

All options are given in the command line: 

$frama-c [options files ...] 

 

or as follows in graphical mode: 

$frama-c-gui [options files ...] 

 

Output 

The kernel generates a report with messages, routed by default to stdout and stderr channels 

or in the GUI. The messages can be filtered using following options: 

*** INPUT/OUTPUT SOURCE CODE 

-big-ints-hex <max> display integers larger than <max> using hexadecimal notation 

-float-hex display floats as hexadecimal (opposite option is -no-float-hex) 
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-float-normal display floats with internal routine (opposite option is -no-float-normal) 

-float-relative display float intervals as [lower_bound ++ width] (opposite option is -no-
float-relative) 

-keep-comments try to keep comments in C code (opposite option is -no-keep-
comments) 

-ocode <filename> when printing code, redirects the output to file <filename> 

-print pretty print original code with its comments (opposite option is -no-print) 

-print-libc when pretty-printing C code, keep prototypes coming from Frama-C 
standard library (opposite option is -no-print-libc) 

-print-return inline gotos to return statement (opposite option is -no-print-return) 

 

*** OUTPUT MESSAGES 

-add-symbolic-path 
<name_1:path_1,...,name_n:path_n> 

When displaying file locations, replace (absolute) path by 
the corresponding symbolic name 

-debug <n> general level of debug 

-kernel-debug <n> level of debug for the Frama-C kernel (default to 0) 

-kernel-log <K_1:file_1,...> copy log messages from the Frama-C kernel to a file. <K> is 
a combination of these characters: 

a: ALL messages (equivalent to 'dfiruw') 

d: debug 

e: user or internal error (same as 'iu') 

f: feedback 
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i: internal error 

r: result 

u: user error    w: warning 

An empty <K> (e.g. ":file.txt") defaults to 'iruw'. One plug-in 
can output to several files and vice-versa. 

-kernel-msg-key <k1[,...,kn]> enables message display for categories. 

-kernel-msg-key <k1>,...,<kn> Use -kernel-msg-key help to get a list of available 
categories, and * to enable all categories 

-kernel-verbose <n> level of verbosity for the Frama-C kernel (default to 1) 

-kernel-warn-key 
<k1[=s1][,...,kn[=sn]]> 

set warning status for category 

-kernel-warn-key <k1> to 
<s1>,...,<kn> to <sn> 

Use -kernel-warn-key help to get a list of available 
categories, and * to enable all categories. Possible statuses 
are inactive, feedback-once, once, active, error-once, error, 
and abort. Defaults to active. 

-permissive performs less verification on validity of command-line 
options (opposite option is -no-permissive) 

-quiet sets -verbose and -debug to 0 

-time <filename> append process time and timestamp to <filename> at exit 

-tty use terminal capabilities for feedback (when available) (set 
by default, opposite option is -no-tty) 

-unicode use utf8 in messages (set by default, opposite option is -no-
unicode) 

-verbose <n> general level of verbosity 
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Plugins can generate specific reports routed to the files given as arguments. E.g. plugin 

markdown-report generates a SARIF/Markdown file whose name is given to option -mdr-out. 

Its options are as follows: 

 

-mdr-debug <n> level of debug for plug-in Markdown report (default to 0) 

-mdr-log <K_1:file_1,...> copy log messages from Markdown report to a file. <K> 
is a combination of these characters: 

a: ALL messages (equivalent to 'dfiruw') 

d: debug 

e: user or internal error (same as 'iu') 

f: feedback 

i: internal error 

r: result 

u: user error 

w: warning 

An empty <K> (e.g. ":file.txt") defaults to 'iruw'. One 
plug-in can output to several files and vice-versa 

 

-mdr-msg-key <k1[,...,kn]> enables message display for categories 

<k1>,...,<kn>. Use -mdr-msg-key help to get a list of 
available categories, and * to enable all categories 

-mdr-verbose <n> level of verbosity for plug-in Markdown report (default to 
1) 

-mdr-warn-key <k1[=s1][,...,kn[=sn]]> set warning status for category <k1> to <s1>,...,<kn> to 
<sn>.  

Use -mdr-warn-key help to get a  list of available 
categories, and * to enable all categories. Possible 
statuses are inactive, feedback-once, once, active, 
error-once, error, and abort. Defaults to active 
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Execution 

Frama-c is started by the command line: 

$frama-c [options files ...] 

 

or as follows in graphical mode: 

$frama-c-gui [options files ...] 
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Annex B (JavaParser) 

This annex provides a detailed description about the JavaParser tool. Specifically, it details the 

inputs and outputs required and produced respectively by the tool as well as the way to invoke 

it. 

Input 

Java parser can receive as input a simple Java Raw source code File  

Output 

Out of the java source file passed as input to the JavaParser tool, this tool generates three 

JSON files which describe separately (1) the AST, (2) the comments, and (3) the JML 

annotations included in the process source file. In order to illustrate the three generated JSON 

documents, next listings show the JSON schema followed by these three documents: 

 

{"CompilationUnit": {"TypeDeclaration": { 

    "MethodDeclaration": [ 

        { 

            "SimpleName": "BankingExample", 

            "Block": {"ExpressionStatement": {"Assignment": { 

                "FieldAccess": { 

                    "ThisExpression": "this", 

                    "SimpleName": "balance" 

                }, 

                "NumberLiteral": 0 

            }}}, 

            "Modifier": "public" 

        }, 

        { 

            "SingleVariableDeclaration": { 

                "SimpleName": "amount", 

                "PrimitiveType": "int", 

                "Modifier": "final" 

            }, 

            "SimpleName": "credit", 

            "Block": { 

                "ExpressionStatement": [ 

                    {"Assignment": {"SimpleName": [ 

                        "bal2", 

                        "balance" 

                    ]}}, 

                    {"Assignment": { 

                        "SimpleName": "amount", 
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                        "FieldAccess": { 

                            "ThisExpression": "this", 

                            "SimpleName": "balance" 

            ... 

Table 8: An excerpt of the JSON document containing the AST of the source code 

{“comments": [ 

    { 

        "loc": { 

            "pos_start": { 

                "pos_cnum": 31, 

                "pos_lnum": 3 

            }, 

            "pos_end": { 

                "pos_cnum": 71, 

                "pos_lnum": 5 

            } 

        }, 

        "comments": [ 

            "This is a block comment test", 

            "\t */" 

        ] 

    }, 

    { 

        "loc": { 

            "pos_start": { 

                "pos_cnum": 1262, 

                "pos_lnum": 56 

            }, 

            "pos_end": { 

                "pos_cnum": 1289, 

                "pos_lnum": 56 

            } 

        }, 

        "comments": ["This is an inline comment"] 

    } 

]} 

 

Table 9: An excerpt of the JSON document containing the comments included in the source code 

{"annotations": [ 

    { 

        "loc": { 
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            "pos_start": { 

                "pos_cnum": 135, 

                "pos_lnum": 8 

            }, 

            "pos_end": { 

                "pos_cnum": 154, 

                "pos_lnum": 8 

            } 

        }, 

        "annotations": ["spec_public @*/"] 

    }, 

    { 

        "loc": { 

            "pos_start": { 

                "pos_cnum": 233, 

                "pos_lnum": 11 

            }, 

            "pos_end": { 

                "pos_cnum": 293, 

                "pos_lnum": 11 

            } 

        }, 

        "annotations": ["public invariant balance >= 0 && balance <= MAX_BALANCE;"] 

    }, 

    ... 

 

Table 10: An excerpt of the JSON document containing the annotations included in the source code 

Execution 

JavaParser requires a Java 1.8 runtime environment installed. The tool receives one single 
parameter indicating the java file to be processed. 

 

java -jar javaParser.jar -file=”[PATH_TO_FILE]” 

 

The output files will be saved in the same container folder of the input file with a suffix indicating 
the content (_ast, _annotations, _comments). 
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Annex C (OpenJML) 

Input 

OpenJML accepts as input java source code annotated with JML. According to the 

documentation published in the OpenJML website2, OpenJML tools do not cover the complete 

features of the Java and JML languages. For example, the Static Checker do not provide 

support to field specifications such as maps, readable, writable, and monitors_for. 

Output 

After processing the JML annotated java source file, OpenJML generates as output a report 

detailing the errors and warnings detected after applying one of the three possible tools. Figure 

18 shows an excerpt of the json schema of the output generated after processing the java file. 

The complete schema can be found at the DECODER git repository. 

                                                

2 https://www.openjml.org/documentation/features.shtml 
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Figure 18: JSON Schema for the output generated by OpenJML 

Execution 

OpenJML can be executed in three different ways, (1) as an Eclipse plug-in, (2) as a command-

line tool, as an API. The all three mechanisms offer the same functionality: 

 parsing and type-checking of Java+JML programs 

 static checking of JML annotations using backend SMT solvers 

 runtime-assertion checking, using an extension of the OpenJDK Java compiler 
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 test suite generation (JMLUnitNG3) 

 

In DECODER we plan to make use of the command-line tool which can be executed as follows: 

openjml <options> <source files> 

 

The entire list of options can be obtained by running: 

$java -jar openjml.jar -help 

 

The different tools available in openJML can be executed as follows: 

 

 Type-checking: 

$java -jar openjml.jar <java source file> 

 

 Static checking 

$java -jar openjml.jar -esc <java source file> 

 

 Runtime assertion checking 

Prior to execute this tool it is necessary to compile the java source file. For this purpose, the 

following command should be executed: 

$java -jar openjml.jar -rac <java source file> 

 

Once the source file has been compiled, we can execute the jmlruntime.jar command, which 

is part of the OpenJML installation. 

 
$java -classpath ".:jmlruntime.jar" <java class file> 

 

 

 

                                                

3 http://insttech.secretninjaformalmethods.org/software/jmlunitng/ 
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Annex D (TESTAR) 

This annex provides a detailed description about TESTAR. Specifically, it details the inputs 

and outputs required and produced respectively by the tool as well as the way to invoke it. 

Input 

The TESTAR tool uses different Java protocols to select the technical APIs that allow TESTAR 

to interact with different types of SUTs (desktop, web, etc…). As well as to defining the 

behaviour of the tool in terms of widgets interaction, actions exploration and definition of SUT 

specific inputs and test oracles: 

 Define which widgets TESTAR should consider executing actions (Examples by default: 

buttons, links, menu items, select list, text fields) 

 Actions to execute (Examples by default: buttons are clickable, input text field are typeable, 

scroll bars are draggable) 

 Define on which SUT properties the Oracles should be verified (Example by default: implicit 

oracles, suspicious titles in the GUI, suspicious titles in the output buffer) 

 Action selection algorithm to use for test exploration (Examples by default: random, 

unvisited actions)  

In the distributed versions of the TESTAR tool, a set of Java protocols will be offered to allow 

the interaction and exploration of DECODER partner SUTs. Therefore, it is possible, but not 

necessary, to modify or prepare new Java protocols to customize the interaction with the SUTs. 

On the other hand, there are a set of settings that are necessary to indicate to the TESTAR 

tool how to connect to the desired SUT, how to connect with the State Model database, define 

suspicious title patterns for SUT-specific test oracles or change between the Java protocols. 

There are more than 50 possible settings parameters, here we list the most important: 

 Select the TESTAR Java protocol to execute: 

- sse = webdriver_MyThaiStar 

 Indicate how to connect with the SUT and the number of sequences to execute: 

- SUTConnector = WEB_DRIVER 

- SUTConnectorValue = "'C:\\webdrivers\\chromedriver.exe' '1920x900+0+0' 

'http://10.101.0.240:8081'" 

- Sequences = 10 

- SequenceLength = 500 

 Indicate how to connect with the server where the Orient DB is running: 

- StateModelEnabled = true 

- DataStoreType = remote 

- DataStoreServer = 10.101.0.100 

- DataStoreDB = Capgemini 

- DataStoreUser = testar 
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- DataStorePassword = testar123  

– ApplicationName = MyThaiStar 

- ApplicationVersion = 2020.1 

 Define patterns for test oracles or action filtering: 

- SuspiciousTitles = ".*[eE]rror.*|.*[eE]xcepti[o?]n.*" 

- SuspiciousProcessOutput = ".*[eE]rror.*|.*[eE]xcepti[o?]n.*" 

- ClickFilter = ".*[cC]lose.*|.*[mM]inimi[zs]e.*|.*[sS]ave.*|.*[pP]rint.*" 

Output 

 

TESTAR will produce two artefacts that consist of: 

 State Model 

 Test Results 

◦ HTML report of the test sequence 

◦ Replayable test sequences (.testar files) 

◦ Images 

◦ JSON with information about the images 

◦ Logs 

◦ test.settings and protocol used 

 

The TESTAR State Model that contains the found information of the explored SUT that can be 

exported into a JSON with a size of GBs, something not possible to store in the PKM. Also, 

the Test Results that contain the information about the different executions are a set of binary 

data that cannot be easily transformed into a valid JSON format that does not exceed the 

16MB limit size. 

For this reason, it was decided to include the most relevant information of the State Model and 

the Test Results, together with the way to obtain, or visualize and analyze, the original data 

set. JSON files will contain: 

 

Information about the SUT and how it was executed: 

 Application and version. 

 Where we can download it (if open source). 

 Operating System (OS) where the SUT was running. 

 How to access to the GUI of the SUT (example: through web browser if the SUT is 

running on an external server). 

 

Information about TESTAR: 

 TESTAR version employed. 

 Where we can download it. 

 OS that hosts TESTAR compilation. 

 The test.settings and the Java protocols, used to customize the actions selections 

strategy, oracles definition, and other TESTAR functionalities, will be included to help 

the reviewer and users. 
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Information about Orient DB (TESTAR uses Orient DB to generate, store and interact with 

the State Model graph): 

 OrientDB version. 

 Where we can download it. 

 

Summarized results: 

 Number of runs and sequences created. 

 Result of these sequences (OK, Warning, Error, etc.) 

 How many different States, Widgets and Actions were found. 

 Were all Actions successfully executed? 

 Which type of abstraction was selected? 

 Was it a deterministic State Model? 

 Size of the original State Model JSON and the Test Results files. 

 

Complete results and Original data: 

 URL or path that aims to the original State Model. 

 URL or path that aims to all the obtained Test Results. 

Execution 

It will be necessary to prepare for the project a Windows 10 environment for the execution of 

TESTAR in which it is also possible to interact with the SUTs:  

First, it will be necessary to prepare or verify that the Java protocols allow TESTAR to correctly 

interact with the SUT. As we mentioned before, functional protocols will be offered for 

DECODER partner SUTs. 

When the TESTAR Java protocols are ready to define the behavior of the tool, the next step 

is to send the settings parameters to indicate how to connect to the SUT, select the desired 

Java protocol, etc. 

For this purpose, a RESTful API is currently being developed to execute TESTAR tool 

remotely. The settings parameters will be sent through a post request, which will be 

transformed into a CLI command to execute TESTAR. At the end of the sequences, TESTAR 

will execute the PKM API (see D1.3) to insert the generated JSON in the local or remote PKM. 

Figure 19 shows an overview of the architecture of a TESTAR execution for the use case of 

MyThaiStar (for other use cases the SUT would be required to run in the same VM than 

TESTAR): 
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Figure 19: TESTAR execution example. 

Figure 20 shows the subsequent execution of the PKM API to insert the JSON Artefact 

generated by TESTAR into the PKM: 

 

Figure 20: TESTAR JSON Artefact insertion into the PKM. 

As Figure 21 shows, initially the Reviewer will obtain the summary information that exists inside 

the PKM using the Artefact Id. If, for example, a suspicious sequence needs to be specifically 

reviewed, the Reviewer will be able to remotely access to the original HTML report created by 

TESTAR. To achieve this, a web service is currently being developed, this web service will be 

running in the environment where the original Test Results exists. 
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Figure 21: Review TESTAR Artefacts. 
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Annex E (Variable misuse and code summarization) 

This annex provides a detailed description about variable misuse and code summarization 

tools. Specifically, it details the inputs and outputs required and produced respectively by the 

tool as well as the way to invoke it. 

Input 

Variable misuse and code summarization tools accept as input source code files. However, 

these tools should carry out a pre-processing prior to calling the deep learning models, 

depending on the task to solve: 

1. Variable misuse: This is the new application suggested after the first review in Brussels. 

The idea is to detect bugs in the use of variables within the code. It is not developed 

yet, but an initial idea could be to slice the input file in the different methods in order to 

reduce the number of variables analyzed at the input. 

2. Code summarization: In this case we should extract all the methods contained in the 

original file. Each one of these methods would be passed to the models developed and 

we would follow the same pipeline as in the training phase in order to produce the 

corresponding natural language description. The source code file to be produced would 

be the same as the one taken at the input but with the corresponding annotated 

description before each of the methods with a Javadoc or Doxygen format. 

These tools work with a configuration file that allows indicating the scripts how to operate. The 

parameters related to the accepted inputs are: 

1. Input directory where we can find all the source code files to process (input_dir, for 

example, "../input/My-Thai-Star"). Here we could accept a relative or absolute path. 

2. Type of model to execute (for example, variable_misuse or code_summarization). 

a. In the case that we are maintaining the NER models, the use case should be 

provided since we have a different model for each of the use cases (for 

example, "drivers"). 

3. Extension of the files to process (.c, .cpp or .java). The code in charge of calling the 

inference models should look for all the files contained within input_dir with the 

extension provided. 

Output 

After processing the source code input file, Variable misuse and code summarization tools 

propose some changes which can be either overwritten into the original input source file or 

included in a new source code file. Again, in the configuration file we can define the parameters 

related to the generated output, in particular, it allows specifying the output directory and also 

the option chosen to store the changes, i.e., a) overwriting the original file including the 

annotations provided by our tools or b) generating new files and storing them in the specified 

directory. 
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Execution 

For executing our tool, the machine should have Python installed (minimum version 3.5). In 

addition, the .py files needed for calling the inference models should be packed in a library that 

could be installed in any machine. Once everything is installed the tool should be called 

passing as a parameter the path of the configuration file which specifies the parameters 

defined in "interface definition". For example, from a terminal type 

DECODER_parse_source_code --config config/config_file.txt.  

Another option is to call directly the .py script indicating from the command line the required 

parameters, for example:  

$ python DECODER_parse_source_code.py  

--input_dir ../input/My-Thai-Star # Directory where the source code input files are 

placed  

--model_type text_summarization # Type of model to execute  

--use_case drivers # Use case (only needed for NER)  

--file_extension .c # Extension of the files to process  

--output_dir output/My-Thai-Star/v1 # Directory in which to store the output  

--overwrite True # Boolean indicating if the output should overwrite the source code 

files provided as input or store the output in the path indicated by output_dir  

The second option is much easier and is the preferred one for the first release of the tools. The 

final release should be packed as detailed in the section before.  
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Annex F (SRL) 

Input 

The SRL tool requires raw text as input. Currently any text of any size but could be 

accompanied by metadata to precise its type (code comment, informal spec, forum question, 

bug report, etc.). 

Output 

The output generated currently by the SRL tool is a JSON file according to the schema shown 

in Figure 22.  

Execution 

The SRL tool is a python executable with several JSON option files to set the model to use for 

example and the text files to analyse as parameters. 
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Figure 22: SLR Output Schema 
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Annex G (Semantic Parsing) 

Input 

The Semantic Parsing tool requires as input raw text and target language. Description in 

natural language of a function role or an algorithm. The target language can be one between 

ACSL, JML and AST. 

Output 

The Semantic Parsing tool generates the translation in the target language of the input. 

Execution 

The Semantic Parsing tool is a python executable which takes as parameter the filename 

containing the text to translate. Several parameters allow to fine-tune the process. 
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Annex H (Information Extraction) 

Input 

The Information Extraction tool requires as input raw text. Currently any text of any size but 

could be accompanied by metadata to precise its type (code comment, informal spec, forum 

question, bug report, etc.). 

Output 

The Information Extraction tool generates a JSON document according to the schema shown 

in Figure 23. However, it could be changed to better interact with the PKM. In particular, the 

string netpye should be replaced by an enum entry from a closed list. 

Execution 

The Information Extraction server is a LIMA tool, a Linux executable with the following 

parameters: 

-l [ --language ] arg supported languages trigrams 

--resources-dir arg Set the directory containing the LIMA linguistic resources 

--config-dir arg Set the directory containing the (LIMA) configuration files 

--common-config-file arg  

(=lima-common.xml) 

Set the LIMA common libraries configuration file to use 

--lp-config-file arg  

(=lima-analysis.xml) 

Set the linguistic processing configuration file to use 

--server-config-file arg  

(=lima-server.xml) 

Set the LIMA server configuration file to use 

-p [ --pipeline ] arg                  Set the linguistic analysis supported pipelines 

--port arg                            set the listening port 

-t [ --service-life ] arg set the service life (nb seconds) 
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Figure 23: Output JSON format 
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Annex I (Traceability Links) 

Input 

The traceability Link tool requires as input at least two texts and/or segments of code or other 

formal representations and their metadata like their artefact ids in the PKM and their types. 

Output 

Similarity measure between the two artefacts with a representation respecting the one defined 

in section 4.11 of D4.3 (or an evolution of this representation). 

Execution 

This is a new tool. It will be directly developed as a RESTful service available as a Docker 

container. 
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Annex J (AbsInt Astrée) 

Input 

This tool accepts as input C source code.  

Output 

Astrée reports invalid concurrent behavior, violations of user-specified programming 

guidelines, and various program properties relevant for functional safety. 

Astrée detects any: 

 division by zero, 

 out-of-bounds array indexing, 

 erroneous pointer manipulation and dereferencing (NULL, uninitialized and dangling 

pointers), 

 integer and floating-point arithmetic overflow, 

 read access to uninitialized variables, 

 data races (read/write or write/write concurrent accesses by two threads to the same 

memory location without proper mutex locking), 

 inconsistent locking (lock/unlock problems), 

 invalid calls to operating system services (e.g. OSEK calls to TerminateTask on a task with 

unreleased resources), 

 violation of optional user-defined assertions to prove additional runtime properties (similar 

to assert diagnostics), 

 code it can prove to be unreachable under any circumstances. 

Execution 

This tool has seamless integration with TargetLink, Jenkins, and Eclipse is actively supported. 
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Annex K (AbsInt RuleChecker) 

Input 

This tool accepts as input C/C++ source code.  

Output 

RuleChecker reports interactive graphs, charts, and tables enable efficient exploration of the 

analysis results. RuleChecker also offers a batch mode for use in continuous integration 

frameworks. The analysis results are accessible in open formats and can be automatically 

processed. A flexible client/server architecture supports a wide range of rollout scenarios. 

Seamless integration with TargetLink, Jenkins, and Eclipse is actively supported. 

Execution 

Batch mode for use in continuous integration frameworks. This tool has seamless integration 

with TargetLink, Jenkins, and Eclipse is actively supported. 
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